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We construct here an example of a Mori domain A such that A[[X]] is not Mori. We show 
that a finitely generated overring of a factorial domain is not necessarily Mori. We present two 
criteria for the Mori property. The first criterion leads to a characterization of Mori polynomial 
extensions. The second criterion is the following: a domain is Mori if and only if it contains a 
Mori ideal which is prime and unitary or maximal divisorial. We generalize Mori pullbacks. 
Introduction 
This paper is a sequel of [17]. We use the notation, definitions and results in- 
cluded in [17]. 
Let A be a ring. We recall the notation A’ :=A \ {O}. Let A be a domain. We 
denote its quotient field by Q(A). We denote by E?(A) the set {SEA: A/As has 
CC’}. Thus, A is Mori e VZ(A)=A (see [17, Thm. 2.21). 
All rings here are with 1 #O unless specified otherwise. Nevertheless, when we say 
that an ideal I of a given domain A is Mori (see [17, §l]), we do not assume of course 
that the domain I has a unit. 
In Section 1 we present a criterion for the Mori property (Theorem 1.2). Using 
this result, we obtain a criterion for the Mori property of a polynomial extension 
(Theorem 1.4). 
In Section 3 we construct an example of a Mori domain A such that A[[X]] is 
not Mori, thus confirming a conjecture of Ribenboim [16]. We now describe the 
basic steps in this construction. Let k be a field. First, we construct a ring 
R = Hs,, t,,, u,,;ln>~, izo, where the elements s,, t,, u,, u,,,; fulfil certain relations. 
These relations ensure vanishing in R [[Xl] of the products w,,@,,, (m #n), where 
(b,=s,+t,X+u,X2 and v/,,=C~~V,,~X~. On the other hand we have: ~,,@,,+0 
for all n. Thus, R[[X]] has not CCL. Nevertheless, R has CCL. In order to obtain 
this, it is convenient to have the property M3 = 0, where A4 is the maximal ideal of 
R generated by the elements s,, t,, u,, v,,~ (cf. [ 131. In fact our construction is partly 
inspired by Kerr’s examples, especially [13], cf. also [6, Ch. 1, Lemma 1.381). The 
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assumption M3 =0 enables us to reduce the question when a product of two 
elements in R vanishes to the case when these two elements are k-linear combina- 
tions of s,, tn, u,, v,,;. 
The next step is to lift R to a Mori domain A in the following weak sense: we con- 
struct a Mori domain A such that R &A/Au for some a in A. Thus, A [[Xl] is not 
Mori, because A[[X]]/(a) has not CC’ : indeed, R[[X]] is a subring of 
(A/Aa)[[X]] GFI[[X]]/(~). We represent R as a quotient ring of a polynomial ring 
B over k: R = B/I. Let A be the domain B[Z, f/Z], where Z is an indeterminate over 
B and f ranges over all polynomials in I. It is easy to show that the canonical homo- 
morphism B -+a/A”Z induces an embedding R = B/IG~/A”Z. As an additive 
group, a is generated by B[Z] U {f/Zn}n>l,fEI,t. The definition of A is a varia- 
tion of this construction.* It is convenient to take I to be a homogeneous ideal of 
B and to change the definition of a as follows: A :=B[Z,f/Z”].,,,f~b2n. This 
enables us to use the grading of B. Thus, in Section 2 we prove some results on 
graded rings which we use in the next section. In order to prove that A is Mori we 
use the sufficient conditions for the Mori property in Section 1. 
In Section 4, we deal with Mori ideals and generalize Mori pullbacks. In Section 
5, we describe some closure properties of certain classes of Mori domains. In Section 
6, we show that a finitely generated overring of a Mori domain or even of a factorial 
domain is not necessarily Mori. This section was written in answering some ques- 
tions of Professor Alain Bouvier (Universite Claude Bernard - Lyon 1). 
1. A criterion for the Mori property 
Lemma 1.1. Let A be a domain, a and b nonzero elements of A. Zf a 1 b in A and 
bE ET(A), then a~ VT(A). 
Proof. Let c,,,d, be elements of A’ such that c,d,EAa for all 15 i<n. Let 
cA=(b/a)c,, SO cAEA. We have: C~diEAb for l<i<n. As A/A6 has CC’, we 
have for n%O: cLd,EAb, so c,d,EAa. Thus, aE E’(A). 0 
In particular, we see by Lemma 1.1 that if a is an element in a domain A, then 
A/As” has CC’ for all n H A/As” has CC’ for finitely many n’s. 
Theorem 1.2. A domain A is Mori if and only if there exists a multiplicative subset 
S of A’ such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) As is factorial. 
(2) SC @A). 
(3) For given b #O in A, there is s = s(b) in S such that if b 1 tc for some t in S and 
c in A’, then b Isc. 
* As remarked by D.L. Costa, A is isomorphic to the extended Rees algebra of the ideal I of B 
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Proof. First, assume that A is Mori. Let S :=A’. Conditions (1) and (3) hold trivially 
without using the Mori assumption: A, = Q(A), so (1) holds and for given b#O in 
A, lets := b, so (3) holds. Condition (2) for S=A’is equivalent to the Mori property. 
Now, assume that A fulfills the given conditions with respect to a multiplicative 
subset S. Assume that A is not Mori, so there is some b in A such that b@ E?(A). 
Take such an element b with a minimal number of factors in a prime decomposition 
in As. As b $ %(A), there exist c,, d,, in A’ (n L 1) such that CndiEAb for all 
l<i<n, but c,d,,$Ab for all n. As A, is factorial, it is Mori, so for n+O, we 
have: c,d, ~Asb and we may assume that this holds for all n 2 1. If b is not inverti- 
ble in As, let p EA be a prime factor of b in As. We have: p 1 c, in As for infinitely 
many n’s or p 1 d,, in As infinitely often. We consider just the first case, the second 
case being similar. Furthermore, considering just the n’s for which p 1 c, in A,, we 
may assume p / c,, in A, for all II. Thus, for given n, there is s, in S such that p 1 s,c, 
in A. By (3), there is s’ in S such that p 1 s’c, for all n. Furthermore, there exists S” 
in S such that p 1 s”b in A. Let s := s’s”, 6’ := sb/p, CA := SC, /p. We have: b’E A, 
CAEA for all n, cAd,eAb’ for lli<n, but cAd,$Ab’ for all n. Thus, b’$ %(A), 
contradicting the minimality assumption on the prime decomposition of b in As. 
Hence, b is invertible in As, that is, b divides in A some element of S. By (2) and 
Lemma 1.1, we obtain that A/Ah has CC’. We conclude that A is Mori. 0 
If A is a ring, a monomial in A[X] or in A[[X]] is a finite product of indeter- 
minates in X (not necessarily distinct). 
We recall that if X is a set of indeterminates, a compatible order of monomials 
is a total order < on the set of monomials in the indeterminates X which has the 
following property: u < u * uw < uw for any monomials U, u, w. As is well known, 
there exist compatible orders of monomials (e.g., using a well ordering on X, 
arrange the set of monomials lexicographically, see e.g. [9]). 
Lemma 1.3. Let A be a domain with quotient field K. For any nonzero polynomial 
f in A [Xl, there exists a in A’ such that if g E A [X] and f I g in K [Xl, then f I a”‘g 
in A [X] for some m ~0. (m depends on both f and g.) 
Proof. Let < be a compatible order of monomials. For any nonzero polynomial h 
in A[X], let I(h) be the biggest monomial with respect to < which occurs in h and 
let a,, E A be the coefficient of l(h) in h. 
Let a :=af. We claim that a fulfils the requirement in the lemma. If not, let g be 
a counterexample with I(g) minimal. As f 1 g in K[X], we have: I(f) I l(g). Let 
h :=ag-a,(l(g)/l(f))f. We have: hEA[X], f Ih in K[X] and l(h)</(g) or h=O. By 
the minimality of l(g), f 1 a”h in A [X] for some m 2 0. Hence, f I am+ ‘g in A [Xl, 
contradiction. 0 
Theorem 1.4. Let A be a domain, K its quotient -field. Then A [X] is Mori if and 
only if the following two conditions hold: 
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(1) A c @WI WI>. 
(2) For any nonzero polynomial f in A [X] there is c in A such that if g E A [X] 
and f 1 g in K[X], then f 1 cg in A[X]. (c depends just on f.) 
Proof. Assume that A [X] is Mori, so condition (1) holds. For given f, let a E A’ be 
as in Lemma 1.3. By [17, Cor. 2.5(l)], there is m=m(f)>O such that if f (a”g in 
A[X] for some n 2 0, then f 1 arng in A[X]. Let c := am. Hence, condition (2) also 
holds. 
Now, assume that both conditions hold. Then the conditions of Theorem 1.2 ap- 
plied to A[X] with respect to S := A’ are fulfilled. Indeed, we have: A[X]s=K[X], 
so condition (1) of Theorem 1.2 holds for any domain A. Condition (2) of Theorem 
1.2 is condition (1) of the present theorem. Finally, condition (3) of Theorem 1.2 
for A[X] and S=A’ is equivalent to condition (2) of the present theorem, taking 
into account the fact that for given nonzero polynomials f and g in A[X] it holds 
that fl g in K[X] oflsginA[X] forsomesinA’. 0 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.3 and using its notation that condition (2) 
of Theorem 1.4 can be replaced by any of the following two conditions: 
For some (for any) compatible order of monomials, if f is a nonzero polynomial 
in A[X], there exists m20 such that 
(gEA[Xl, f lg in K[XI) - (f laf”g in ALU). 
The definition of af depends of course on the given order of monomials in case 
jX I> 1. In case 1X1= 1, af is the leading coefficient of f. 
Using Lemma 1.1, we see that in conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.2 we may 
replace the set S by a subset St such that any element of S divides in A some ele- 
ment of S, . A similar remark holds of course for Theorem 1.4 and the set S = A‘. 
Applying Theorem 1.2 in this formulation for the case that the multiplicative set 
S is generated by one element, we obtain: 
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a domain. Assume that there is a nonzero element a in A 
such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) A, is factorial. 
(2) A/As” has CC’ for infinitely many n ‘s. 
(3) For given b # 0 in A, there is m = m(b) 2 0 such that if b I a”c for some n 2 0 
and c in A’, then b 1 atnc (for given a, m depends just on b and not on c). 
Then A is Mori. 
Conditions (2) and (3) of the last theorem are necessary for A to be Mori [17, $21. 
If we weaken condition (1) to the effect that A, is Mori, we get another necessary 
condition. It is not clear if in this form these three conditions are also sufficient for 
A to be Mori. 
Condition (1) of Theorem 1.5 is fulfilled for any a in A’ in case A is a quasilocal 
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domain of Krull dimension 1. Indeed, in this case, A, is a field for any a CA’, 
because fi is the maximal ideal of A. 
Lemma 1.6. Condition (3) of Theorem 1.5 for given a in A is equivalent to the 
folio wing condition :
(3)’ For given b # 0 in A, there is k = k(b) z 1 such that if ak 1 bd for some d in 
A’, then a 1 d. 
Proof. (3) * (3)‘. Let k=m + 1. Assume that am+’ 1 bd, so amtIc= bd with c in A. 
By (3), b 1 amc, a”c= bb’ with b’ in A, so abb’= bd, ab’= d, a / d. This proves (3)‘. 
(3)’ = (3). Let m = k - 1. Assume that b I a”c with n r0 minimal. Let a”c= bd 
with dEA. We may assume that n>O. If aid, then a”-‘c=b(d/a) and blanplc, 
contradicting the minimality of n. Thus, a{d. As a” I bd, a{d, we obtain by (3)‘: 
n< k, nlm, so 61 amc and (3) holds. 0 
We obtain a further equivalent condition to Theorem 1.5(3) if we add to condition 
(3)’ the assumption a{b. 
Lemma 1.7. Let A be a domain, a E A’ and kr 1 such that if b and c are in A’ and 
ak Ibc, then ajb or ale. Assume that akp’ E g(A). Then am E E’(a) for all m 2 1. 
Proof. Assume that the lemma is false and let m be minimal such that am $ g(A), 
so rn> k by Lemma 1.1. Thus, there exist b,, c, in A such that b,CtEAam for 
l<i<n but b,c,$Aa” for all n?l. As m>k, we have for lsi<n: alb, or alcj. 
If there exists ir 1 such that arci, then al 6, for all n>i. Thus, we may assume: 
a~c~foralli~1ora~b,foralln>1.Ifa~c~foralli~1,thenletc~=c~/aforir1. 
Thus,~~~A,b,c~~Aa~-‘forlIi<n,butb,c~~Aa~-’foralln>l,contradicting 
the assumption amp1 E g(A). If al 6, for all n> 1, we use a similar argument. 
Hence am E E?(A) for all m 2 1. 0 
Using the last two lemmas and Theorem 1.2, we obtain 
Proposition 1.8. Let A be a domain, Assume that there is a nonzero element a in 
A such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) A, is factorial. 
There is k> 1 such that 
(2) A/Ask-’ has CC’. 
(3) If b and c are nonzero elements of A which are not divisible by a then ak fbc. 
Then A is Mori. 
Corollary 1.9. Let A be a domain. Assume that there is a nonzero element a in A 
such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) A, is factorial. 
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(2) A/As has cc I. 
(3) If b and c are nonzero elements of A such that a2 ) bc, then a ) b or a ) c. 
Then A is Mori. 
2. Some lemmas on graded domains 
If C= oiEs Ci is an S-graded ring, where S is a commutative semigroup with 0, 
we put for m in S: C,, := oiEs ;_ Ci and C,, := @i,m Ci. Thus, C,, and C,, 
are additive subgroups of C. We also use the notation: C, = C,,. 
In this section we let B = @,“=, B, to be an N-graded domain. We adjoint to B 
a homogeneous indeterminate Z of weight 2 and let E := B[Z, l/Z], a Z-graded 
domain, E= oicz Ei. Thus, if f is a nonzero homogeneous element of B and 
m EL, then the weight of $Z” E E is w(fZm) = deg(f) + 2m. We define w(0) = i for 
all i in z. For i in L, the elements fZ” of weight i generate Ei as an additive sub- 
group of E. The elements of UiEL Ei will be called w-homogeneous. We have 
w(xy)= W(X)+ w(y) for any w-homogeneous elements x,y in E. 
Let D:=E~o=BIZ,f/Znln~~,f~~,z~, thus D is a subring of E. For any nonzero 
x in E we denote by 2 the w-homogeneous component of x of minimal weight and 
we define: a= 0. For x in E, we have: XE D H w(x3?0. Hence for x in D, we have: 
Zlx in D e (x/Z)ED H ~(~322. More generally, for any ~21, Z”jx in D H 
w(xT 2 2n. 
Lemma 2.1. We have in D: ifZ2)xy, then Z lx or Z Jy. 
Proof. As Z2 lxy in D, we have 41 w(x7/) = $2~73 = w(x) + w(y). Hence, w(x)22 or 
w(y?22, so we have in D: Z(xor Zly. q 
Lemma 2.2. For any m 2 1, the ring D/Z”D has CC’. 
Proof. First, let m = 1. Let x,, y, be in D (nr 1) such that Z 1 y,X, for all 1 <i<n. 
We have to show that Z 1 x,y, for n%O, so we may assume: Z{x,, Zj’y,, thus, 
w&)51, w(J,)<l foralln. Wehavefor l%i<n: W(~~)+W(P,)=W(~~~~)L~.AS 
O~w(f~)<l and OlW(~i)ll, we obtain w(~,)=w(jjj)=l. Hence, for all n>l: 
w&J,,) = w&) + w(_P~) = 2, thus Z Jx,y,. We conclude that D/ZD has CC’. By 
Lemmas 2.1 and 1.7, D/Z”D has CC’ for all m 2 1. 0 
Any element x in E has a unique representation of the form x= CmEL @,(x)Z”, 
where G,(x) are elements of B which are zero for all m E iz but finitely many 
indices. By definition, if XE D, then x is a sum of elements of the form fZ”‘, where 
f is homogeneous in B, m E Z and deg f 2 -2m for m < 0. It follows that for XE E, 
we have: XGD H @m(~)~Bk_2m for all m<O. 
Let I be a homogeneous ideal in B such that 1, =I1 = 0 and 1, = B,, for n 13. Let 
A :=B[Z,f/Z”],,,,f~Iz2,, thus A is a subring of D. 
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By the definition of A, using the previous notation and the assumptions on I, we 
obtain 
Lemma 2.3. ForxED, it holds that XEA w c#_,(x)~Z * @,(x)~Zfor all m<O. 
Lemma 2.4. It holds that Z= AZfl B. 
Proof. Let b EB’. By the previous lemma, (b/Z) EA e b EZ, so the lemma 
follows. 0 
Lemma 2.5. E, c A. 
Proof. By definition, E, is the additive subgroup of E generated by the elements 
fZ”, where f is homogeneous in B, m E Z and deg(f) + 2m > 0. Clearly, fZm E A if 
m20. If m<O, then deg(f)r3, so feZand fZ”EA. 0 
Lemma2.6. WehaveinA: Z31xy * ZlxorZIy. 
Proof. We have in A: 14x5) 2 6, so w(WZ) + w(J/Z) = w(x>/Z*) L 2. Hence, 
w(.?/Z) > 0 (and then Z 1 x in A by the previous lemma) or w(J/Z) > 0 (and then Z 1 y 
in A). 0 
Lemma 2.7. For any m2 1 and xeA, we have: Zm Ix in A H ZM 1 x in D and 
@m-I(X)Ez* 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.3 to x/Z”. Cl 
Lemma 2.8. For any x, y in A, we have in B: @&Y) = @&+#J~(Y) mod I. 
Proof. We have: &,(xy)= CmGL #,(x)&,(y). If m>O, then by Lemma 2.3, 
Q_,(y) E I. If m < 0, then by Lemma 2.3 again, @J,(X) E Z. Hence q+,(xy) = @0(x)&,(y) 
mod Z as claimed. 0 
Lemma 2.9. For any x, y in A, we have: Z (xy in A * Z ) xy in D and @o(x)@o(y) E Z. 
Proof. We have: Z I xy in A H Z 1 xy in D and &(xy) E Z (by Lemma 2.7 for m = 1) 
H Z I xy in D and &(x)&,(y) E Z (by Lemma 2.8). 0 
Lemma 2.10. For any x, y in A, we have: Zz Ixy in A t) Z2 (xy in D and 
(@O(X) +@l(x)Z)(@o(~)+e~(~)Z)=O mod (LZ*) in BEI. 
Proof. We have by Lemma 2.7: Z2 / xy in A H Z2 1 xy in D and @i(xy) E I. By Lemma 
2.3, G,(x) and G,(y) are in Z for all m-co. Hence, ~,(xy)=~,~,~,(x)~~_,(y)~ 
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@r(x)&(y)+ &@)@i(y) mod I. It follows that Z2 Ixy in A 9 Z2 Ixy in D and 
&(x)@~(y) + @&)@I(Y) E 1. If Z2 ) XY in A, then Z 1 XY in A, so @&)&(Y) E 1 by 
Lemma 2.9. Hence, Z2 Ixy in A # Z2 Ixy in D, &(x)&,(y) ~1 and @i(x)&(y) + 
@&NY) E 1 * Z2 1 XY in D and (@O(X) + ~(~P)(@o(Y) + @,(Y)Z) =O mod (4 z2> in 
B[Z]. 0 
Let R := B/Z. 
Lemma 2.11. Zf the ring R [Z]/(Z2) has CC’, then A/ZmA has CC1 for all rnz 1. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.7 and 2.6, it is enough to show that A/(Z2) has CC’. Let x,, yn 
inAsuchthatZ2~y,x,forall1~i<n.ByLemma2.2,wemayassumethatZ2/y,~, 
in D for all n 2 1. By Lemma 2.10, we obtain in B[Z]: (Qo(y,) + q!~,(y,)Z)(&&) + 
&(x;>Z)=O mod (Z,Z2) for all 1 li<n, so (@o(y,)+~,(y,)Z)(~o(x,)+~l(x,)Z)=O 
for n&O because the ring B[Z]/(Z2,Z)= R[Z]/(Z2) has CC’. Thus, by Lemma 
2.10, we obtain: x,y, E Z2A for n+O. We conclude that A/Z2A has CC’. q 
If R is a ring such that R [Z]/(Z’) has CC’, then R itself has CC’ because R is 
a subring of R[Z]/(Z2). 
Lemma 2.12. Assume that B is factorial and the ring R [Z]/(Z2) has CC I. Then A 
is a Tori domain. 
Proof. We have: A,= E = B[Z, l/Z] is factorial. For a = Z, and k= 3, conditions 
(2) and (3) of Proposition 1.8 follow from Lemmas 2.11 and 2.6 respectively. By 
Proposition 1.8, A is Mori. 0 
In the next lemma, we can take F to be any polynomial or power series ring 
extension of B. 
Lemma 2.13. Let F be a faithfully flat B-algebra. Zf A Og F is a Mori domain, then 
the ring (B/Z) Be F has CC’. 
Proof. As F is a faithfully flat B-algebra, by Lemma 2.4 we obtain the following 
monomorphism of B-algebras: 
(B/Z)@Fc,(A/ZA)@Fz 
A@F 
Z(A OF) 
(We have a natural embedding A G A OF, where a goes to a @ 1, so we consider Z 
as an element of A OF). As A @F is Mori, it follows that the ring A Q F/Z(A OF) 
has CC1 and so its subring (B/Z)@F has CC’ too. 0 
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3. The construction: A Mori, A[[X]] not Mori 
Throughout this section k is a field. If 9 is a subset of a vector field over k, we 
denote by spkg the subspace spanned by 9. 
Let R be the polynomial ring 
Let Z be the ideal in B generated by the following elements: 
(a) any product of three indeterminates in B. 
(b) %i Vn.07 where m and n are any positive integers (positive here means >O). 
(c) &vn,r+ %K,o, where m and n are any positive integers. 
(d) S, vjl,i+z + T, Vn,i+ 1 + U, Vn,;, for distinct positive integers m, n and ir 0. 
Let R = B/Z. As Z is a homogeneous ideal, R is an N-graded algebra over k, 
R = Of=, Rj with R, = k. If f l R, we denote by f@) the homogeneous component 
of degree i of f (izO), thus f= C?,,f O) Let Z be a new indeterminate. We . 
identify: R[z] = R[Z]/(Z2)= B[Z]/(Z, Z*], where z is the canonical image of Z in 
R [Z]/(Z*). 
We denote by s,, t,, u,, ~,,i the canonical images in R of S,, T,, U,,, V,,,; respec- 
tively. We use notations as ICO (for the set ( V,,e: n? l>), u.~, etc. 
Lemma 3.1. The ring R has just 4 annihilators: (0), Rk2, (s) = R,,, (0. 0) + R,,. In 
particular, R has CC I. 
Proof. As R is an N-graded algebra over the field k and R, = k, any zero-divisor 
in R is in R,. We have also: R2R+ =O. Thus, if f#O is a zero-divisor in R, then 
f(O)=0 and (O:f),=(O:f(‘)),1R,,. 
Assume that fg = 0, where f and g are nonzero elements in RI. Let F, G be linear 
homogeneous polynomials in B such that f = F+ I and g = G + I. We have FG E Z2, 
so FG is a linear combination over k of elements of type (b), (c), (d). The polynomial 
FG is of degree I 1 in the indeterminates SU TU U because all elements of type (b), 
(c), (d) have this property. Therefore, we may assume: FE spk( V). It follows that 
GE spk(s, T, U). If an element of type (d) occurs with a nonzero coefficient in k in 
the linear combination representing FG, let S, Vn,,+Z + T, Vn,i+ 1 + U, V,,; be such 
an element, where for fixed m and n, the index i is maximal. View k[S, T, ZJ, V] as 
a polynomial ring in the indeterminates S, T, U over the ring k[ VI. We have: I/n,i+ I 
occurs in the coefficient of T, in FG but not in the coefficient of U,,, (Recall: 
i+ 1 >O, so elements of type (c) do not influence the occurrence of Vn,;+ 1 in the 
coefficient of T,). This contradicts the fact that FE k[ V], GE k[S, T, U]. Hence, 
FG is a k-linear combination of elements (b) and (c). Using a similar argument, we 
see that elements of type (c) cannot occur in this linear combination: otherwise, let 
S, V,, 1 + T, V,,, be such an element. We have: V,, , occurs in the coefficient of S, 
in k[ V] but not in the coefficient of T,, contradiction. It follows that FGE 
sPk&, Vn,O)m,n. Hence, FE spk( v o) and G E spk(s). The lemma now easily follows. 
0 
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Let J be the ideal in k[S, T, V] generated by all monomials of degree 3 in this ring 
and all elements of type (b), (c) in the definition of I above. 
Lemma 3.2. It holds that 
(1) Irlk[S, T, V] =J. 
(2) Zn (k[S, T, V ,])2 = 0. 
Proof. (1) We have to show that Ink[S, T, V] c J. It is enough to show that 
I,n k[S, T, V] L J. Furthermore, it is enough to show that a nonzero k-linear com- 
bination of elements of type (d) is not in k[S, T, V]. This follows from the fact that 
some monomial U, V,,, occurs in such a linear combination (monomials of the 
form U,, V,,; which occur in distinct elements of type (d) are necessarily distinct). 
(2) As some monomial of the form T, V,,, necessarily occurs in a nonzero linear 
combination of elements of type (c), we conclude using part (1) of the lemma that 
In (k[S, T, V 1])2 c sp,(S,, V,,0> and SO IfI (k[S, T, V 11)2 =0. q 
When writing a sum as e.g. En?, a(n)s,, we will always assume that the coeffi- 
cients a(n) are in k and they are all 0, but finitely many. 
Let Q := R [z]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let x= a + bz, y=f +gz in Q, where a, b,A g are elements in RI. 
Assume that a and f are nonzero elements in s&(s) and spk(u. o> respectively. 
(i) If xy=O, then bEk[s,t] and gEk[V,,i]nzl,i=0,1. 
(ii) Assume that bek[t] and gEk[v.,]. Let a=C..,a(n)s,, b=Cn2, b(n)t,, 
f=C,,lf(n)v,O, g=Cnzl g(n)v,,~. Then, xy=O H there is (Y in k such that 6=a 
and g=c$, where 6:= C b(n)s, andf:= C,, f(n)u,]. 
Proof. Let A, B, G, B, E be linear homogeneous polynomials in B which have as 
canonical images a, b,Ag, &fl respectively, thus A = 1 a(n)&, etc. (There is no 
danger of confusion in using the notation B in two senses.) 
(i)As ag+bf=O, we have: AG+BFEI. Hence, deg,r,.(AG+BF)<l. As 
A, B, G, F are linear polynomials, A E k[S] and FE k[ V], we obtain: GE sp/, V. As 
deg.(AG + BF) 5 1, we obtain similarly: BE spk (S, T, U). 
Represent AG+ BF as a k-linear combination of elements of type (b), (c), 
(d). Assume that some element of type (d), S, V,, i+2 + T, V,,i+ 1 + U, Vn,i, occurs 
in this linear combination. Consider AG+ BF as a polynomial in T,, over 
k[SU T \(T,)U UU V]. The coefficient of T, is in spk( V) but not in spk( V. ,-J. On 
the other hand, the coefficient of T,, in AG+ BF is in SP/,(V.~), because T, may 
occur just in B and FE spk(V.,), contradiction. Thus, AG + BFE k[S, T, V] and so 
BESPk(S, T), bEsP/,hO. 
As V,,i (n 2 1, i> 1) does not occur in elements of type (b), (c), we obtain by 
Lemma 3.2(l) that AG+BFEk[S,T, Vn,i]nzl,i=0,1* AS A,B,F are in k[S,T, v.01 
and GESpk V, we conclude that GEk[Va,;lnZl,;=O,I, gEk[v,,i]n>l,i=0,1* 
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(ii) Assume that xy=O. We have: BF+BF=O (modI) and so AG-@E 
k[S, V. 1] flI. By Lemma 3.2(2), AC -l?F= 0. As A and B are nonzero linear poly- 
nomials in k[S] and P is in k[ V], we conclude that there exists (Y in k such that 
E? = aA and G = c@, thus 6= aa and g = c$. 
If there is a as above, then xy = (a + bz)(f+ gz) = af+ (ag + bf)z = (ag - 6y)z = 
(a(~$) - (aa)f)z = 0. 0 
The next lemma is immediate: 
Lemma 3.4. For any TE R, we have in Q: (0 : YZ)~ = (0 : T)~ Q+ Qz. 
Lemma 3.5. The ring Q has CC l. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and let x,, yn in Q such that ynxi=O for 1 si<n, 
y,x, # 0 for all n 2 1. Let x, = a, + b,,z, y, =f, + g,z, where a,,, b,, f,, , g,, are in R 
(n 2 1). As Q is an N-graded algebra and Q. = k is a field, any zero-divisor in Q 
belongs to Q,. In particular x,, y, are in Q, for n > 1. We have: Q, = kz+ R,Q, 
thus dimk Q+/R, Q = 1. Hence, if for some i, x, $ R, Q, then there is (Y,, in k for n > i 
such that Z,, :=X,-a,XiERIQ. We have: y,,,i&=O for n>m>i and y,J,,#O for 
n > i. Thus, we may assume that x, E R, Q for all n. 
If there are infinitely many n’s such that y,$ R,Q, then, for every n, there exist 
m>n and a in k such that ym$RIQ and _Pn := y, - ay, E R, Q. Replace y, by Y,,, .
Thus, we may assume that x, and y,, are in R, Q for all n. Furthermore, as R2R+ = 0, 
we may assume that a,,, b,, f,,g, are in R,. 
If a, = 0 for infinitely many n ‘s, we obtain a contradiction considering the subse- 
quences x,, yn for n such that a, = 0 and using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.1. Thus, we may 
assume that a, # 0 for all n and similarly, f,l # 0 for all n. 
As xi y2 = 0, we have by Lemma 3.1: a, E sp&) and fi E sp,(u. 0) or conversely. 
Assume that al E sp,(s), the other case being similar. As al #0 is in sp,(s) and 
alfn = 0 for all n > 1, it follows that f, E sp,(o. J for all n > 1. By a similar argu- 
ment, a, E sp, (s) for all n 2 1. As (s, z)yi = 0 for any n and i> 0, using Lemma 3.3(i) 
we may assume that 6, E k[t] for all n. Similarly, we assume that g, E k[o. ,] for all 
n. By Lemma 3.3(ii), and in the same notation, there exists a in k such that 6; = aal 
and g2 = af2 (recall that x1 y2 = 0). As x1 y3 = 0 and a is uniquely determined by xl 
(recall that al # 0), we obtain: g3 = af3. As ~2~3 = 0, we get 62 = aa2. As g2 = af2, by 
Lemma 3.3(ii) we obtain that x2y2=0, contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.6. R[[X]] has not CC’. 
Proof. Let I$, =s, + t,X+ u,X2 (nr 1) and vn = CT=, un, ;X”. We have by construc- 
tion: y,@, =O for m = n, but I,v,@, #0 for all n. Indeed, e.g. the coefficient of X2 
in w,@,, i.e. ~n~n,2+tn~n,~+~n~n,0 is nonzero because S, V,, 2 + T, V,, 1 + U, V,, o is 
not a linear combination over k of the generators for I of degree 2 specified above 
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(the monomial U, V,,* does not occur in these generators). Hence, R[[X]] has not 
ccl. 0 
Theorem 3.1. For any domain L, there exists a Mori domain A containing L, such 
that A [[Xl] is not Mori. 
Proof. Let k be the quotient field of L. Using the notations of this section let 
4 :=B[Z,f/Z”l,,l,f~l~2n. By Lemmas 3.1, 3.5 and 2.12, A is a Mori domain. By 
Lemmas 3.6 and 2.13, A[[X]] is not Mori. 0 
Remarks. Theorem 3.7 contrasts with the case of polynomial extensions: if we take 
k to be an uncountable field, then any polynomial extension of A is Mori, but 
A [[Xl] is not Mori. 
Let I^ be the ideal in fi := k[S, T, V] generated by all cubic forms in the indeter- 
minates S, T, V, the elements S,,, V,,, for all m,n and SmVn,i+l+ T,V,,; for mfn 
and iz0. Let I? :=8/f. Similarly to the proof above (and in a simpler way), I? has 
ccl, but I?[[X]] has not CCL. Furthermore, &[Z]/(Z2) has not CC’: using 
obvious notations, let x, = s, + t, z, y = u,,~ +u,,~z. Then, xy=O w mfn and so 
Z? [z] has not CC’. This explains the use in Lemma 3.6 of polynomials @, of degree 
2 in X rather than of degree 1, a fact which determined our construction. 
Assume that there exists a homogeneous ideal Iin a polynomial ring B over a field 
k with the following properties: 1, = I, = 0, I, = B, for all n L 3, the rings B/I and 
B[Z]/(I,Z2) have CC’ and finally, (B/Z)[X] has not CC’. Then, it follows that 
there is a Mori domain A such that A[X] is not Mori.” 
In the notation of Section 2, if I2 = B2, then A is not integrally closed and even 
not root-closed: indeed, if be B2\12, then b/ZeA, but b2/Z2EA. Thus, the 
counterexample above does not answer the question: “if A is Mori and integrally 
closed, is A [[Xl] Mori?“. If we replace A [[Xl] by A[X], or even by A [Xl, the 
answer is positive by [14, Ch. 31. 
4. Mori ideals 
For the definition of a Mori domain (not necessarily with unit) see [17]. 
Proposition 4.1. Let I be an ideal of a domain A, c#O in A. Then, I is Mori * Zc 
is Mori. In particular, any principal ideal in a Mori domain is Mori. 
Proof. Assume that I is Mori. Let y, E Q(A) = Q(I) = Q(Ic) and x, E Zc (n L 1) such 
thaty,x,EIcfor lsi<n. Then (x,/c)EZfor all n andy,(x,/c)EZfor lsi<n. As 
I is Mori, we have: y,(x, /c) E Z for n % 0, so y,x, E Zc for n %O and Zc is Mori. 
If Ic is Mori, then Z is Mori by a similar argument. 0 
* Using this fact we construct such counterexamples in a forthcoming paper 
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Proposition 4.2. Let I be a nonzero ideal in a domain A. 
(a) The ideal I is Mori if and only if the ring A/Zc has CC’ for any c in A 
(equivalently for any c in I). 
(b) If A is factorial, then I is Mori if and only if A/I has CC I. 
Proof. (a) Assume that Z is a nonzero Mori ideal. Let b,, a,, (n 11) be in A such that 
b,a,EZfor lli<n. Let c#O in I. Then (b,/c)(a;c)EZfor lSi<n, (b,/c)EQ(Z) 
and a,,cEI for all n. As Z is Mori, we obtain: b,a,=(b,/c)(a,c)EZ for n%O. 
Hence, A/Z has CC’. 
As Z is Mori, for any c in A, Zc is Mori too by the previous proposition, so A/Zc 
has CC’ by the previous part of the proof. 
Conversely, assume that A/Zc has CC’ for any c in I. Then for any c in I, Z/Zc, 
which is a subring of A/Zc, also has CC’. We conclude by [17, Thm. 2.21 that Z 
is Mori. 
(b) Assume that A is factorial and A/Z has CC’, but Z is not Mori. By [17, 
Thm. 2.21, there is c~Z such that Z/Zc has not CC’. Choose such element c with 
a minimal number of factors in a prime decomposition in A. Thus, c is not invertible 
and there are b,,an (nz 1) in Z such that b,a;EZc for 1 <i<n, but bnan $Zc for all 
n. Let p be a prime factor of c in A. We have: p ( a, in A for infinitely many n or 
plb, for infinitely many n. Assume: pi a, infinitely often, the other case being 
similar. By considering just a,,, b, for which p 1 a, we may assume that p 1 a, for all 
n. Let c‘=c/p, aI: :=a,/p(n>l). We have: b,alEZc’for l~i<n, but b,aA$Zc’for 
all n, thus Z/Zc’ has not CC’, contradiction. 0 
An ideal I in a domain A such that A/Z has CC’ is not necessarily Mori. Indeed, 
it is immediate that any prime ideal has this property. Thus, if Z is a maximal ideal 
in a domain A which is not Mori, then A/Z has CC’, but Z is not Mori (see 
Theorem 4.14 below). Even if A is Mori and A/Z has CC’, Z is not necessarily 
Mori: 
Example. Let K= k(t,, t2, . . . ), where k is a field and t, (nz 1) are algebraically in- 
dependent elements over k. Let A := k+XK[[X]] and let Z be the ideal generated 
by the elements t, t,X for m # n and by X2K[[X]]. The domain A is quasilocal and 
Mori. The ring A/Z has CC’ : the set of zero-divisors in A mod Z equals XK[[X]], 
so the maximal ideal of A/Z is its unique nonzero annihilator. Nevertheless, 2 is not 
Mori because A/IX has not CC’ : (Xt,)(Xt,) E IX * rn # n. 
Proposition 4.3. A divisorial ideal in a Mori domain is Mori. 
Proof. Let f be a divisorial ideal in a Mori domain A and let c be a nonzero element 
of I. The ideal Zc is divisorial, so by [ 17, $21, the ring A/Zc has CCL. By Proposi- 
tion 4.2(a), Z is Mori. 0 
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Proposition 4.4. Any ideal in a noetherian domain is Tori. 
Proof. For any ideal I in a noetherian domain A and for any c in I, the ring A/It 
is noetherian and so has CC’. By Proposition 4.2(a), I is Mori. 0 
Nevertheless, a finitely generated ideal in a Mori domain and even in a factorial 
domain is not necessarily Mori, see Section 6 below. 
Corollary 4.5. Let A c B be domains, I an ideal in A. Assume that A is Mori, B is 
noetherian and I= IB flA. Then I is Mori. 
Proof. IB is Mori by the previous proposition, so I is Mori. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let A be a domain. Let B = A [[Xl], where X is finite. Assume that 
B is Mori. Let K = Q(A). Let I be an ideal in B such that I= IK [X] n B or 
I = ZK [ [Xl] (l B respectively. Then I is Mori. 
In the notation of the last corollary, in case B = A [Xl, the condition Z= ZK [X] fl B 
is equivalent to the assumption that every nonzero element of A is not a zero-divisor 
mod I. 
Let A be a domain, B = A [X] or B = A [[Xl] and let I be a monomial ideal in B 
(that is an ideal generated by monomials). The ideal Z fulfils the assumption of 
Corollary 4.6. Hence we obtain 
Corollary 4.7. Let A be a domain. Let B = A [X] or B = A [[Xl], where X is finite. 
Assume that B is Mori. Then any monomial ideal in B is Mori. 
Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7 are false for X infinite: in this case there are monomial 
ideals in B which are not Mori (see the next proposition and the remark after it). 
Proposition 4.8. Let A be any domain, Xan infinite set of indeterminates, B = A [X] 
or B = A [[Xl]. Then there exists a radical monomial ideal in B which is not Mori. 
Proof. Let I be the ideal generated in B by XY where X, Y are distinct indeterminates 
in X. The ideal I is monomial by definition and it is easy to show that it is radical 
using the fact that the set of all sums of polynomials (power series) in one indeter- 
minate in X is a set of representatives for the classes in B/I in case B= A[X] 
(B = A [[Xl] respectively). We have for X, Y in X : XY E I e Xf Y. As X is infinite, 
B/I has not CC1 and by Proposition 4.2(a), I is not Mori. 0 
If we take A in Proposition 4.8 to be a field, we obtain a radical not Mori ideal 
in a factorial (and so Mori) domain. In general, we have 
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Proposition 4.9. (a) A Mori radical ideal in any domain is a finite intersection of 
prime ideals. 
(b) Let I be a radical ideal in a Mori domain A. It holds that I is Mori * I is a 
finite intersection of prime ideals * A/I has CC’. 
Proof. Let I be a radical ideal in a domain A. As A/I is a reduced ring, it has CC’ 
if and only if it has finitely many minimal prime ideals, that is if and only if I is 
a finite intersection of prime ideals, so (a) holds. By [17, Thm. 6.21, any finite inter- 
section of prime ideals in a Mori domain is Mori, so (b) follows. q 
Proposition 4.10. The radical of a Mori ideal in a Mori domain is Mori. 
Proof. If A/I has CC’, then A/1/1 has CC’ too. 0 
In the assumptions of Proposition 4.8, another example of a monomial ideal 
which is not Mori is the ideal X (2) :=(X2: XEX). Indeed, let X1,X1, . . . be an in- 
finite sequence of indeterminates in X. Let 6, = n::,’ Xi for n 2 2 and a, =X, for 
n 2 1. We have: b, a, E Xc2’ for 15 i < n, but 6, a,, $X”’ for n 2 2. Hence, B/Xc2’ has 
not CC’, so Xc2) is not Mori. Thus, if I is an ideal in a Mori (or even factorial) 
domain A such that flis Mori, then lis not necessarily Mori, although the converse 
is true by Proposition 4.10. 
Let ks L be fields, X a set of indeterminates over L. Then k+X’2’L[X] is Mori 
if and only if Xis finite (by Corollary 4.7, [17, Thm. 6.21 and the previous remarks). 
Instead of Xc2) we can use here the monomial radical ideal I defined in the proof 
of Proposition 4.9. On the other hand, k+XL[X] is Mori for any X. Similar 
remarks hold for power series. 
Proposition 4.11 (cf. [15, $3 Cor. 11). Let J be an idea/ in a domain A, B a 
generalized quotient ring of A with respect o a multiplicative system 4 of ideals 
in A. If J is Mori, then JB is Mori. 
Proof. First, we show that for any c E JB, there exists an ideal IE 9 such that Ic c J. 
Indeed, let c := EYE, sib, where ai E J, bj E B. For 15 is n there exists lip 9 such 
that IjbicA. Let I=nr,, I,. We have: ICC C,ai(Ijbi)c CiAajc J. 
Now, assume that JB is not Mori and let x, be in Q(A) = Q(JB), c, in JB such 
that x,c,EJB for l<i<n, but x,c,$JB for all n. For nrl, let L, be an ideal in 
9 such that L,c,, c J. For 1 pi< n, let I,,i be ideals in 9 such that I,,x,c, c J. Let 
I,=n::,‘I,,, for n22. We have: I,Ljx,cj~J for l~i<n, but I,,L,x,c,!ZJ for 
n22. Let d,,EI,, e,,EL, such that d e x c .$J (nz2). We have: e,c,,EJ for all nnnn 
n 2 2, (d,x,,)(e,c;) E J for 2 5 i< n, but (d,,x,)(e,c,) $ J for all n 2 2. This contradicts 
the Mori property of J. 0 
If we take J=A in Propositoin 4.11, we obtain [15, $3 Cor. 11. 
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Corollary 4.12. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal in a domain A. If P is Mori, then 
the domain A, is Mori. 
Proof. By the previous proposition, PA, is Mori. Thus, AP is Mori by [17, 
Thm. 6.21. 0 
The converse of Corollary 4.12 is false: even if A, is noetherian, it does not 
follow that P is Mori (see Section 7 below). 
By the last corollary and [17, Thm. 6.21, if P is a prime ideal common to the 
domains A, B and if B is Mori, then A, is Mori (cf. [2, Thm. 3.21). We do not 
assume here any containment relation between A and B. 
A nonzero ideal I in a domain A will be called pseudounitary if there is no 
divisorial ideal distinct from A which properly contains I, equivalently I is maximal 
divisorial or unitary (by definition, Z is unitary if and only if the intersection of all 
divisorial ideals containing I equals A). Thus, if A is not a field, then any maximal 
divisorial or maximal ideal of A is prime and pseudounitary. Any ideal properly 
containing a pseudounitary ideal is unitary. 
Lemma 4.13. Let P be a nonzero prime pseudounitary ideal in a domain A, K the 
quotient field of A. Then A = A, fl (P : P)K. 
Proof. Let x be a nonzero element in AP n (P : P)K. Hence, Px c P and sx E A for 
somesEA\P. Thus, P+AscAx-‘. As Pis pseudounitary, ALAX-‘, so AxcA, 
XE A. Thus, A,fl (P: P)K c A, so we have equality. 0 
The converse of Lemma 4.13 is also true. Indeed, by a theorem of Barucci (proved 
independently of this paper), a prime ideal P in a domain A is pseudounitary if and 
only if A = (A : P) nAp. On the other hand, for any prime ideal P in a domain A 
we have: (P: P)nA,=(A : P)nA,. (Proof: We may assume that P#O. Let (a/s)E 
(A : P)nAp, where aEA, SEA\P. Let PEP, so c:=(a/s)pEA, sc=ap, SCEP. 
Hence, c E P, (a/s)P c P, (a/s) E (P : P). It follows that (A : P) nA, c (P : P) fl Ap, 
so we have equality.) 
By the last part of the proof in [17, Thm. 6.21, if a domain A contains two co- 
maximal ideals which are Mori, then A is Mori. In particular, if A contains two 
distinct maximal ideals which are Mori, then A is Mori. It turns out that it is enough 
to assume that A contains one maximal ideal which is Mori in order to conclude that 
A is Mori. More generally, we have: 
Theorem 4.14. Let A be a domain which is not a field. Then A is Mori if and only 
if it contains a prime pseudounitary ideal which is Mori. 
Proof. If A is Mori, then by [17, Thm. 6.21 any prime ideal of A is Mori. On the 
other hand, if P is a prime pseudounitary Mori ideal in A, then AP is Mori by 
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Corollary 4.12 and (P: P)QcAJ is Mori by [17, Prop. 6.31. By Lemma 4.13, A = 
(P: Q(A) flA,. Thus A is Mori. 0 
Thus, a domain A which is not a field is Mori if and only if it has a maximal (or 
a maximal divisorial) ideal which is Mori. 
It follows from Theorem 4.14 that if A and B are domains with a common non- 
zero ideal which is prime and pseudounitary in both A and B, then A is Mori ti 
B is Mori (cf. [2, Thm. 3.21). 
If A contains a nonzero prime Mori ideal P, then A is not necessarily Mori, 
although A, is Mori. Indeed, the domain B +XQ[X] has not ACC on principal 
ideals, although the ideal XQ[[x] is prime and Mori. 
Theorem 4.15. Let A G B be domains with a common nonzero ideal I. Assume that 
B and I are Mori, I is prime in A and A = AIf B. Then A is Mori. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.12, A, is Mori, so A is Mori. q 
In Theorem 4.15 we can assume just that A, is Mori rather than assuming that 
I is Mori (see Corollary 4.12 and the remark after it). 
Corollary 4.16. Let A c B be domains with a common nonzero ideal prime P. 
Assume that B is Mori and A = A,(7 B. Then A is Mori. 
Proof. P is Mori because it is a prime ideal in the Mori domain B [17, Thm. 6.21. 
0 
Corollary 4.16 is a reformulation of [l, Prop. 3-l]. Indeed, an equivalent formula- 
tion of [l, Prop. 3-l] is the following: if A c B are domains with a common nonzero 
prime ideal P, B is Mori, and for S = A \ P, we have in the ring Bs /PBs the equality 
A/P= Q(A/P)fl (B/P), then A is Mori. Now, it is easily shown that if A c B are 
domains with a common nonzero prime ideal P, then the conditions A/P= 
Q(A/P)n(B/P) and A =A,flB are equivalent (see the proof of [l, Prop. 3.11). 
In the conditions of Theorem 4.15, A will be called a Mori pullback of B (along 
I), cf. [2], [3] and [l]. 
If A c B c C are domains with a common nonzero ideal I, A is a Mori pullback 
of B along I and B is a Mori pullback of C along I, then A is a Mori pullback of 
C along I. 
A domain of the form F-t I, where F is a field and Z is an ideal, is Mori if and 
only if Z is Mori. This follows from Theorem 4.14 and [17, Thm. 6.21 because I is 
a maximal ideal of F+I: indeed, (F+I)/I=F. In particular, if A is a noetherian 
domain containing a field F, then for any ideal I of A, the domain F+I is Mori. 
Let M be the maximal ideal of a quasilocal domain A. Let F be a field contained 
in Q(A). Then the domain (A nF) + M is quasilocal and A4 is its maximal ideal. 
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Indeed, ifcE(AnF)\MandmEM, then l/(c+m)~A and l/(c+m)-l/cbelongs 
to M. Hence, l/(c + m) belongs to (.A nF) + M, c + m is invertible in (A n7F) + A4 
and A4 is the unique maximal ideal of (A flF) +M. We have by Theorem 4.14 and 
117, Thm. 6.21: A is Mori * M is Mori @ (A nF)+M is Mori. In particular, we 
can take for F the prime field contained in Q(A). 
Recall that a domain A is Mori if and only if any proper divisorial ideal in A is 
contained in a maximal divisorial ideal, any nonzero element of A belongs to just 
finitely many maximal divisorial ideals and A, is Mori for any maximal divisorial 
ideal P ([7] and [3]). Hence, by the previous remark, the Mori property can be 
reduced to quasilocal domains of the type D = C+ M, where C= FnD, F being the 
prime field contained in D and A4 is the maximal ideal of D. It is easy to show that 
C is quasilocal, CflM being its maximal ideal. Thus, C is a prime field or is iso- 
morphic to L(,) for some prime p in Z. See also [ 1, Exemple 3-71. 
If A is a noetherian domain of zero characteristic, so Q G Q(A) and if M is a 
maximal ideal of A, then A fl UJ + M is not necessarily Mori. For example, let 
A :=zI[X],, where S is the set of all manic polynomials not divisible by X. Let 
A4 := (X). The ideal M is maximal in A. Indeed, it is enough to show that any n # 0 
in z is invertible modM: n. l/(X+ n)= (X+n). l/(X+ n)= 1 modA4. We have: 
A fl Q = i?. The domain z + M has not ACC on principal ideals: (X) 5 (X/(X+ 2)) 5 
(X/(X + 2)2) 2 . . . . (Indeed, 1 /(X+ 2) $ Z + M, otherwise 1 /(X-t 2) = n + X(f/g) for 
some n in Z, f in z[X] and g in S. As g(0) # 0, we obtain by sending X to 0: + = n, 
contradiction.) 
Lemma 4.17. Let I be a nonzero ideal in a Mori domain A and let B := A [X] or 
B :=A[[X]]. Let I^:=Z[X] in case B=A[X] andI^=Z[[X]] in case B=A[[X]]. Then 
I^ is pseudounitary in B if and only if I is pseudounitary in A. 
Proof. Assume that I is pseudounitary in A. Let U#B be a divisorial ideal of B 
containing f. As UC7 A # 0, by [ 17, Thm. 3.1(2)], U is contained in a maximal 
divisorial ideal V which comes from A. Thus, Vn A is divisorial and 1~ Vtl A #A. 
As A is pseudounitary, we obtain: I= Vn A. Thus, f= V. It follows that I^is pseudo- 
unitary. 
Conversely, assume that r^ is pseudounitary. Let J# A be a divisorial ideal of A 
containing I. Then, J^ (defined similarly as f) is a divisorial ideal of B (see [17, 
Section 31, so j= I^ and J= J^fl A = I^n A = I. Thus, I is pseudounitary. 0 
In the proof of Lemma 4.17 we used the Mori property of A just for the implica- 
tion (I Mori) = (I^ Mori) in case B = A [[Xl]. 
We now generalize [16, Prop. 21. 
Proposition 4.18. Let A,,A, be domains with a common nonzero pseudounitary 
prime ideal. Then, A,[X] is Mori e A2[X] is Mori. Similarly for power series. 
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Proof. Let P be a pseudounitary prime ideal common to A, and A, and assume 
that A,[X] is Mori. Hence, A, is Mori and P is Mori. By Theorem 4.14, A, is 
Mori. By the previous lemma and in a similar notation, the ideal p is a pseudo- 
unitary prime ideal common to both A,[X] and A2[X]. By Theorem 4.14, AJX] 
is Mori. We conclude that the proposition holds for polynomial extensions and by 
a similar proof also for power series extensions. 0 
Let A be a Mori domain and assume that A [X] is not Mori. By the remarks after 
[ 17, Prop. 3.141, there exists a maximal divisorial ideal P in A such that Ap[X] is 
not Mori. Let F be the prime field contained in Q(A). Let C := FnA,, M:= PA,. 
By a previous remark, C is a prime field or is isomorphic to Z(,) for some prime 
p in Z and the ring C+ A4 is quasilocal with maximal ideal A4 but (C-t M)[X] is not 
Mori (A4 is a common maximal ideal to AP and C + M). See also [ 1, Exemple 3-71. 
Similarly, it follows from Theorem 3.7 that for any field F there exists a quasi- 
local Mori domain A of the form Ft M, where A4 is the maximal ideal of A, such 
that A [[Xl] is not Mori. 
Proposition 4.19. Let A G B be domains, C := B[X] or C := B[[X]] and let I be an 
ideal of C contained in (X). Assume that C and I are Mori, A = Q(A)fl B and 
I= (Q(A)I) fl C. Then A + I is Mori. 
Proof. We have: A + I= (Q(A) + Q(A)I) II C. The maximal ideal Q(A)I of Q(A) + 
Q(A)I is Mori by Proposition 4.11. Thus, Q(A) + Q(A)I is Mori and A + I is Mori. 
0 
In the notation of the last proposition, assuming just that C is Mori, an ideal I 
of C is Mori under each of the following assumptions: 
(1) I is a finite intersection of prime ideals in C [17, Thm. 6.21. 
(2) I is principal (Proposition 4.1 above). 
(3) I is divisorial (Proposition 4.3 above). 
(4) C is noetherian, that is B is noetherian and X is finite (Proposition 4.4). 
(5) X is finite and I= Q(A)Zfl B in case B = A [X] or I= IQ(A)[[X]] fl B, in case 
B=A[[X]] (by Corollary 4.6). In particular, I can be taken to be monomial. 
Hence, Proposition 4.18 generalizes examples of Mori domains of the type 
A+X’B[X], A+XB[[X]], etc. (see [7,8,12]). 
5. Closure properties 
Let 9n (n E N) be the class of domains A such that A[X,, . . . ,X,] is Mori, 9m be 
the class of domains A such that any polynomial extension of A is Mori. 
We similarly define the class Yn (n E iN) as the class of domains A such that 
ANX,,..., X,]] is Mori. We also define the class .Ym as the class of domains A such 
that any power series extension of A is Mori. 
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The Mori property is a countable property in the following sense: a domain A is 
Mori if and only if any countable subset of A is contained in a subring of A which 
is a Mori domain and furthermore this subring can be taken to be countable. This 
follows immediately form the formulation of the Mori property in terms of se- 
quences (see [17, $11). Hence, A E 9, # A [X,],, , is Mori. A similar remark holds 
for power series. 
Obviously, yO=YO is the class of Mori domains. We have: yr, > W, 2 ... and 
9, > 9, for all n. It is not clear if any of these containments is an equality, in 
particular, is y1 =&? (I.e. if A[X] is Mori is A [X, Y] Mori?) Similar contain- 
ments we have for the classes z?~. As remarked in [17], we have: 9, c 9, for all 
05 n 5 03. We know already: y0 2 9,. What about the equalities nTEO 9, = ga 
and nTZ,Y,=&? 
Let Jf be the class of noetherian domains. Clearly, JV~ g,nyn for any n < 03. 
Is it true that NC_ ga or at least NC pa? 
In [I] certain closure properties were established for the class pi (a ring in this 
class being called ‘anneau de Mori transcendant’). We now examine these properties 
for the classes 9, and Y,, . All these classes are closed under intersections of finite 
character [17, Prop. 3.14 and the remarks after it]. Let 58 be the category of 
domains (not necessarily with unit) and @‘: %J + g any of the functors A H A [X] 
or A - A [[Xl], where X is any set of indeterminates over A. If A is a Mori pullback 
of B along P (in the generalized sense of Section 4 above), then g(A) is a Mori pull- 
back of g(B) along g(P) provided .9(P) is Mori (cf. [l, Prop. 3-2 and its proof]). 
Hence, all classes g;, and 9, are closed under Mori pullbacks which fulfil this addi- 
tional assumption. For example we have: 
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a Moripullback of a root-closed domain B along a Mori 
ideal P. If BEYn for some Osnsos, then A E Y,, . Similarly for power series. 
Proof. Assume that B[X] is Mori. As B is root-closed, P is radical in B (if be B, 
6” E P, then b E A because b E Q(A) = Q(B). As P is prime in A, b E P). By assump- 
tion, P is Mori, so by Proposition 4.9 it is a finite intersection of prime ideals in 
B. Thus, PB[X] is a finite intersection of prime ideals in B[X] and so is Mori. It 
follows that A [X] is a Mori pullback of B[X] along the Mori ideal PA [X] = PB[X] 
and therefore is Mori. A similar argument holds for A[[X]] with PB[X] = P[X] 
replaced by P[[X]]. 0 
The classes 9, for all n are closed under generalized quotients (for n < co see 
[l, Lemme 3.51. For n= 00, the proof of [l, Lemme 3.51 still works). It is not clear 
if the classes 9” are closed under localizations, explicitly the question for 9, is: if 
A [[Xl] is Mori and S is a multiplicative subset of A, is As [[Xl] Mori? 
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6. Finitely generated overrings of factorial domains 
As pointed out by the referee, a finite extension of a factorial domain is not 
necessarily Mori. Indeed, an example is given in [5, p. 61 of a factorial domain D 
which has a finite extension R such that some principal ideal of R has infinitely 
many associated primes. Therefore, R is not Mori. In this section we show that an 
overring of a factorial domain generated by one element is not necessarily Mori. Of 
course such an overring cannot be an integral extension. Recall that an overring of 
a domain is an extension ring contained in the quotient field of the given domain. 
We recall Nagata’s theorem: if a and b#O are elements of a ring R, then a+ bX 
is prime in R [X] if and only if (a, b) is a regular sequence in R or Ra + Rb = R. If 
a + bX is prime in R [Xl, then R is canonically embedded into R [X]/(a + bX) and 
R [X]/(a + bX) is isomorphic to R [a/b] by an isomorphism over R which sends 8 
to (-a/b). 
For the construction in this section cf. the Klein-Nagata theorem and its proof 
[4, l-41. 
Lemma 6.1. Let D be a domain, a a nonzero element of D and U, V indeterrninates 
over D. Then the ring D[U, V]/(a+ WV) is an integral domain containing D 
canonically. 
Proof. We have: (a, U) is a regular sequence in D[U] and D[ U, V] = D[U][ V], so 
the lemma follows from Nagata’s theorem. 0 
Lemma 6.2. Let C be a domain, (x, y) a regular sequence in C and S, T, U, V indeter- 
minutes over C. Let B := C[S, T, U, V]/(Sx+ Ty+ UV). Then 
(1) B is an integral domain containing C. 
(2) Any factor in B of a nonzero element of C is in C. 
(3) If I# C is an ideal in C, then IB # B. 
(4) If x is prime in C, then it is prime also in B. 
(5) If C is a factorial noetherian domain, then the same holds for B. 
(6) Assume that C is a factorial noetherian domain. Let a, b be elements of C. If 
(a, 6) is a regular sequence in C, then it is a regular sequence also in B. 
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 6.1 for D= C[S, T] and a= Sx+ Ty. 
(2) Let h be a factor in B of a nonzero element in C. We have: B,= C[U],[S, T] 
over C, so b E C. 
(3) As B,=C[U],[S, T], we have: IB,#B,, so IB+B. 
(4) We have: B/(x)=C[S, T, U, V]/(Ty+ UV,x)zC/(x)[S, T][U, VJ/(Ty+ UV). 
As j # 0 in C/(x), we see by Lemma 6.1 that B/(x) is an integral domain, that is x 
is prime in B. 
(5) We have: x is prime in B and B,z C,[T, U, V] is a factorial domain. As B is 
noetherian, we conclude by Nagata’s theorem [18, Ch. III, §3, Thm. 51 that B is 
factorial. 
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(6) By (5), B is factorial. We have: (a, b) is a regular sequence in C if and only 
if the ideal generated by a, b is not C and a, b are nonzero elements with no non- 
invertible common factor in C. Similarly for B. Hence (6) now follows from (2) 
and (3). 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let A = UrEOA,, an ascending union of integral domains. Assume 
for any n that A, is factorial and any factor in A,, , of a nonzero element of A,, 
belongs to A,. Then 
(1) Any factor in A of a nonzero element in A (n 20) belongs to A,. 
(2) Any element of A, which is invertible in A is invertible also in A, (n r 0). 
(3) Any prime element of A,, (n20) is prime also in A. 
(4) A is a factorial domain. 
(5) If (a, 6) is a regular sequence in A, (n 2 0) and the ideal generated by a, b in 
A is not A, then (a, 6) is a regular sequence in A. 
Proof. (1) Any factor in A of a nonzero element in A, (n 20) belongs to A,,, for 
some m>n and so belongs to A,,. 
(2) If a is an element of A, which is invertible in A, then l/a is a factor of 1 in 
A and so belongs to A,, . 
(3) Let p be a prime element in A,, p 1 ab in A. Let m I n be such that a, b, ah/p 
are in A,. Let p =plp2 in A,, , thus p, and p2 belong to A, by (1). Hence, p1 or p2 
is invertible in A,, and so also in A,. It follows that p is irreducible and so prime 
in A,. Thus, p /a or p / b in A, and also in A. We conclude that p is prime in A. 
(4) For any n, A, has ACC on principal ideals and any factor in A of a nonzero 
element in A, belongs to A,. Hence, A has ACC on principal ideals. 
Let p be an irreducible element in A, p E A, for some n. It follows from (2) that 
p is irreducible in A,. Hence, p is prime in A,. By (l), p is prime in A. We con- 
clude that A is factorial. 
(5) follows from (4), (1) and (2). 0 
Lemma 6.4. Let A be a domain which contains a regular sequence (a, b) such that 
there are in A infinitely many prime ideals minimal over the ideal Aa + Ab. Then 
the domain B := A[X]/(a + bX) is not Mori. 
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal in A which is minimal over Aa +Ab. We have: 
a + bXE PA [X] so PB #B is a prime ideal in B. We claim that PB is a minimal prime 
ideal over Bb. Indeed, let bE Qc PB, where Q is a prime ideal in B. We have: 
a=(a/b)bEQ,soP=PBnAaQnA>Aa+Ab.ItfollowsthatP=QnA,Q=PB, 
thus PB is a minimal prime ideal over Bb as claimed. 
If Pf P’ are distinct prime ideals in A which are minimal over Aa+ Ab, then 
PB+ P’B because P = PBfl A and P’= P’Bfl A. We see that there are infinitely 
many prime ideals in B minimal over Bb. Hence B is not Mori. 0 
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Theorem 6.5. For any field k, there exist a factorial domain A containing k and two 
nonassociated prime elements a, b in A such that there are in A infinitely many 
prime ideals minimal over the ideal Aa + Ab and so the domain A [X]/(a + bX) G 
A[a/b] is not Mori. 
Proof. Let A0 := k[X, Y] and for n 2 0 define inductively: A,, , := A, [U,, ,, V,, ,I/ 
(S”, + IX+ T,,, r Y+ Ufi+ I V, + i). Here, U,,, I V,, , S,, , T,, 1 are indeterminates over 
A,, and by Lemma 6.2 we embed canonically: A, c Al c 1.e. Let A := lim ind A,, 
that is A = U,“=, A,. Using Lemma 6.2, we obtain inductively that for all n, A, is 
a factorial noetherian domain and any factor in A,, , of a nonzero element in A, 
belongs to A,. Hence, by Lemma 6.3, A is a factorial domain, X and Y are non- 
associated prime elements in A. 
We may identify A with the ring R/P where R := k[X, Y, S,, T,, U,, V,,],, , and P 
is the ideal in R generated by the elements S,X+ T, Y-t U,, V, (nz 1). It follows 
that A/(X, Y)=k[S,, T,,, U,, Vnlnkl /I, where I is the ideal (U, V,),, 1. Clearly, 
the prime ideals in k[S,, T,, U,, Vnlnzl which are minimal over I are the ideals 
generated by sequences of the form (IV,, W,, . ..). where for all nz 1, W, is U,, or 
V,. Two distinct sequences generate distinct ideals. We conclude that there are in 
A infinitely many prime ideals minimal over (X, Y). By Lemma 6.4, A[X/Y] is not 
Mori. 0 
The ideal AX+AY in the previous theorem is a finitely generated ideal in a 
factorial domain, nevertheless there are infinitely many minimal prime ideals over 
it. Hence the ring A/AX+ A Y has not CC’, so the ideal AX+ A Y is not Mori. 
Theorem 6.5 contrasts with the case of a polynomial ring B= A[X], where A is 
Mori. To ensure that B is Mori it is enough to assume that A is integrally closed 
or it contains an uncountable field and X can be replaced by any number of indeter- 
minates. In Theorem 6.5, A is factorial (so integrally closed) and it may be assumed 
to contain an uncountable field, nevertheless A [x] (for x = (a/b)) is not Mori. 
As the domain A in Theorem 6.5 is factorial, A, is a discrete valuation ring for 
any prime divisorial ideal P and so the ring Ap[x] is noetherian, hence Mori, 
although the ring A[x] itself is not Mori. This contrasts with polynomial or power 
series ring extensions (see [17, Prop. 3.14 and the remarks after it]). 
Example (a noetherian Krull domain A and a regular sequence (a, b) in A, such that 
the domain A [X]/(a + bX) is not Krull). 
Let A := k[U, V] (k is a field, U, V indeterminates over k), a := U2, b := V2. Then 
A [a/b] is not integrally closed and not even root-closed because (U/V)2 E A, but 
U/V$A. (In fact for any domain B and any regular sequence (U, V) in B, the 
domain B[U2/V2] is not root-closed.) Thus A[a/b] is not Krull, although A is a 
noetherian factorial regular domain. 
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7. The Mori property is not local 
This section was rewritten following the suggestions of the referee. 
It is well known that the noetherian property is not local (see e.g. (11, 2.21). We 
present a simple example of a domain A which has not the ACC on principal ideals, 
but it is locally noetherian, that is, A, is noetherian for any maximal ideal P and 
so for any prime ideal P. In particular this is an example of a locally Mori domain 
which is not Mori. In fact, as remarked by the referee, any one-dimensional locally 
noetherian but not noetherian domain is not Mori (the example in [ 11, 2.21 has these 
properties): indeed it follows from [I 1, Corollary 1.41 that such a domain has 
necessarily a principal ideal with infinitely many minimal primes. 
Let k be an infinite field, al, a2, . . . an infinite sequence of distinct elements in k. 
Let A = k[X, Y/fly= 1 (X- cwi)],, ]. AS nl=, (X- ai) divides Y in A and the elements 
X- (Y; are not invertible in A, we see that A has not ACC on principal ideals. On 
the other hand, let P be a prime ideal in A. If m # n, then it is not possible that both 
X- a, and X- (Y, are in P. Thus, there exists m such that for all n f m it holds: 
X-a, $ P. Hence all elements X-a, (n # m) are invertible in Ap. It follows that 
AP is a localization of k[X, Y/(X-a,)] and so it is a noetherian ring. Thus, A is 
a locally noetherian domain without ACC on principal ideals. 
Let M be a maximal ideal of A. Then A, is noetherian, although A4 is not Mori 
(otherwise it would imply that A is Mori). Thus, the converse of Corollary 4.12 is 
false. 
In the example above, A/(X) has not CC’, but (A/(X)), is noetherian for any 
prime ideal P of A/(X). The noetherianness follows from the fact that A is locally 
noetherian and localization commutes with taking a quotient ring modulo an ideal. 
Thus, CC-’ is not a local property. 
On the other hand, if A is a domain, 9 a subset of A which generates the ideal 
A and A, is Mori for all s E z%‘, then A is Mori (for the noetherian property cf. [lo, 
Ch. II, the proof of Prop. 3.21). Indeed, there exists a finite subset @ of 9 such 
that (@) =A. We have: A = nfEgAl-, a finite intersection of Mori domains, so A 
is Mori. 
Remark. It follows from [ 11, Corollary 1.41 that a ring is noetherian provided it is 
locally noetherian and any quotient ring modulo a finitely generated ideal has CC I. 
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